Global confidence. Global comms. Own the edge.

For over 20 years, Leonardo DRS has supported custom end-to-end SATCOM solutions for maritime, airborne and ground-mobile operations. As the top provider of COMSATCOM services to the U.S. Federal Government,* we consistently deliver optimal levels of availability, integrity and confidentiality. This unwavering security makes Leonardo DRS the only choice when success is critical—in short, always.

*Source: GovWin NAICS Series 517xxx: Telecommunications Report on p.35 (October 19, 2016)
Secure communications from satellite to battlefield.
Own the edge.

For over 20 years, Leonardo DRS has supported custom end-to-end SATCOM solutions for maritime, airborne and ground-mobile operations. As the top provider of COMSATCOM services to the U.S. Federal Government,* we consistently deliver optimal levels of availability, integrity and confidentiality. This unwavering security makes Leonardo DRS the only choice when success is critical—in short, always.

*Source: GovWin NAICS Series 517xxx: Telecommunications Report on p.35 (October 19, 2016)
Global communications. Mission-critical implications. Own the edge.

For over 20 years, Leonardo DRS has supported custom end-to-end SATCOM solutions for maritime, airborne and ground-mobile operations. As the top provider of COMSATCOM services to the U.S. Federal Government,* we consistently deliver optimal levels of availability, integrity and confidentiality. This unwavering security makes Leonardo DRS the only choice when success is critical—in short, always.

*Source: GovWin NAICS Series S17xxx: Telecommunications Report on p.35 (October 19, 2016)